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Police arrest graffiti artist
By Jeff Owens
The PAN AMERICAN
A 17-year-old UTPA freshman was arrested February 11 by university campus police for spray painting graffiti on campus buildings.
David Dempsey was arraigned the next day by Justice of the Peace Rene
Torres in Edinburg. Dempsey was charged with criminal mischief and pos ession of less than two ounces of marijuana, both Class B mi demeanors.
He was released on a $1,000 bond.
On the morning of the arrest, a call was received by the University Policy
complaining of strong paint odors in the Student Services Building. Officers
Sgt. Delma Lopez and Mario Rodriguez investigated.
When they arrived at the Student Services Building, Rodriguez entered the
northeast stairwell and noticed Dempsey wearing a cap that was "Tagged."
When Rodriguez stopped Dempsey, he noticed the paint on his hands and hair.
The walls of the Student Services Building and the stairwells in the
Communications Building had been sprayed with "Tags" associated with the
TMC and DOINK gangs. Dempsey, a resident of Alamo, denied any involvement with gangs when questioned by police.
Elvie Davis, Dean of Students, in accordance with the school's disciplinary
policy can expel Dempsey or simply reprimand him. If found guilty, Dempsey
will be held financially liable for the damages.
In the January 30 issue of The Pan American, Officer David Noonan outlined plans for a cooperative effort between UTPA, Edinburg and Edinburg
ISD Police Chiefs. This comes after an increase in the amount of spraying
incidents in the area. The investigators from all three departments hare information concerning these "Tags." An Edinburg area graffiti hotline has been set
up.
Anyone who witnesses or suspects graffiti on campus is asked to call the
graffiti hotline at 316-1234 or the University's Crime Stoppers program at
316-2666.

Painter Jose Aguilar covers over graffiti.

Photos by Jimmy Garcia

Fitness Challenge to Visit UTPA
By Norma Castillo
The PAN AMERICAN
So you think you are in tip top shape? You will
able to find out next week during the Collegiate
Health and Fitness Tour.
The Tour, now in its third year, will be on campus Monday through Thursday at the Science
Quad. The event is a cro s between the American
Gladiators arena and a carnival scene. Activities
will run from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.
The tour features challenging physical activities, health and exercise equipment computer related games and te t of all types. This is directly
as ociated with educating students and faculty on
health and fitness related topics. The event originated on the East Coast, but increased from 50 to
100 school nationwide making it the largest collegiate tour in the nation.
The Tour is sponsored by Jeep/Eagle,
Plymouth, Carter Wallace, Details, Lipton Original
Iced Tea, Clearly Canadian, TWA and Sony.
The Sprint Gladiator Joust will test your balance and strength.
The phy ical activities and events include:
Artificial Rock Climbing Wall (30 feet hight),

Gladiator Joust, Bungee Ruch Competition, Velcro
Fly Wall, Bouncy Boxing, Free Throw
Competition, Football Challenge, Soccer
Challenge, Baseball Pitch, Ladder Crawl and the
Highball Competition.
Health creenings will include the New
Smedley III Grip Strength Tester, Fat Caliper Test
(determines % of body fat) and the mini Insta
Pulse blood pressure test. Other tests will provide
information on weight and heart disease, computer
alcohol screening, cholesterol and exercise topics.
Participants in all events will be awarded
T-shirts, squeeze bottles, fanny packs, CD holders
and more. All participants will qualify to win the
top 3 prizes that include a 1997 Jeep Wrangler, a
1997 Plymouth Neon, airfare for two from TWA to
any of their 90 worldwide destinations, a 7-day
cruise on Norwegian Cruise Lines via Mexico and
the Bahama .
For information contact the Office of Student
Activities at 381-3676.

...
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Students enjoy Mardi Gras night
By Edgar Sandoval

The PAN AMERICAN
For Monica Arispe Mardi Gra i
the opportunity to let go of inhibition , and do in one night what one
cannot do on a daily ba is.
" Yes, I enjoy Mardi Gras, and the
mu ic is great here, " aid Arispe, a
Communication/Engli h UTPA
Alumni.
Students gathered last Saturday at
the Univer ity Ball Room to celebrate
in a Valley way Mardi Gra , ponored by the Univer ity Program
Board. Two rock-n-roll band played
all night, Frontline and 1-900
Addiction in the third celebration of
Mardi Gra to take place at UTPA ..
The chilly weather kept crowd
smaller than expected, and coats outnumbered the co tume . Free food
and punch replaced alcoholic beverage . Although this wa not like the
big treet party in New Orlean , those
who attended enjoyed them elve .
" Thi i the fir t time I come to a
Mardi Gra celebration, aid Ana
Carmona, Bilingual Education major.

" For me Mardi Gras mean a big
party," Carmona aid.
" It' good to support this kind of
celebration , " aid David Chacon,
vocalist of the band 1-900 Addiction.
" It' alway interesting to try it
here, but I wish I wa in Loui iana,"
Chacon said.
The celebration culminated with the
coronation of the King and Queen of
the night.
" I love Mardi Gra ..it is a chance to
let loo e and have ome fun," aid Ed
Vela, who wa voted unanimou ly
King of Mardi Gras.
" I feel it i about time somebody
named me a king," Vela aid in
between laugh and noi e . "I would
have not been here if my (Mardi Gra )
pi tit wa not here."
The Mardi Gra Queen could not
believe he wa awarded the Mardi
Gra crown .
" It wa unexpected ..but exciting,"
aid Mary Jauregui, a UTPA returning
tudent.

Mary Jauregui and Ed Vela were crowned King and Queen at the UTPA
Mardi Gras celebration.

Students can take part in Crime Stoppers
By Julie Johnson

The PAN AMERICAN

The Crime Stoppers Committee ls presented with a S500 check from NationsBank.
Photo b) Rema Martanez
The Pan Amer,fan

.....

UTPA student can help fight crime on campus.
By dialing 381-2666, any student can anonymously give information regarding a crime on campu . Rewards will be given to the caller
based on the everity of the crime and the funds available. Callers whose
tip lead to arre ts and convictions will be provided with a reward.
UTPA i the only division of the UT system that has a Crime
Stopper program. Mark Saenz, University Crime Stoppers Committee
chair, ha helped to head up the project. The Crime Stoppers Committee
determine the amount of reward money and rai ing money for the program. Crime Stopper i independently funded through fund raiser and
donation . The program began with a 500 donation from ation Bank in
Edinburg.
David oonan, crime prevention officer with the Univer ity Police
Department, handle all anonymou tip and day-to-day admini tration of
the program. The Crime topper program i in it beginning tage .
There have not been many calle ince the program began. "It i good that
we are not inundated with call , that would mean we had a problem", ay
Saenz.
Student are encouraged to take full advantage of the Crime
Stopper program. For more information or to report a crime on campus
call 381-2666 .
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Sophomore Sonia Leal receives a blood pressure screening at Heart Day.

Quebec City, Canada

NEWS BRIEFS

July 7 - August 8, 1997
The Center for International Studies 1s annoW1C111g the Summer t,, COlloda program
- Intensive French Language councs offered by the Laval Uruvers1ty, Quebec City,
Canada. The Laval University is Nortb America's oldest French language university
and is recognized as one of the mos1 unponant postsecondary institutions in Canada.

Yahoo! Founders Donate $2 Million

Summer 111 Ca11oda offers French courses i.n elementary, mtcrmcduite , and
advanced levels. SllC (6) credit bours arc transferable Students can take advantage
of the small class SIZC, interesting cultural acuviues, and the opportunilles of hving
with J:rench spcUWJi famili es.

STANFORD, Calif- Munching on Taco Bell junk food in a cramped
trailer office, two Stanford graduate students started the wildly successful
Yahoo! onlioe directory while procrastinating from their studies. Now
these Internet wunderkinds, Chih-Yuan "Jerry" Yang, 28, and David Filo,
30, have become the youngest philanthropists in Stanford history to give
a $2 million gift.
In so doing, they are setting an example of youthful generosity in a valley known as much for its stingine s as its quick successes. "We're till
very young, we have a lot of time ahead of us," aid Yang, fresh off the
courts from a company game of hoops. "But we had the fortune to succeed with what we love. We feel it's part of our mandate to fo ter that
next generation.·•
The pair, who had one of NASDAQs most succes ful initial public
tock offerings last April, are now worth close to $150 million each. "I
don't know what else I'll do with it," said Filo. "We' ll never spend this
ourselves." The pair will endow a new chair in the school of engineering
for a professor who shares their passions for the Internet and entrepreneurship. They said they wanted to repay the school - even if they never
did finish their engineering doctoral degrees there.
"We feel obligated to give back to them." Yang said he was the one
who approached the school about the gift. "I think it sets a wonderful
example," said Laura Breyfogle, speaking for the School of Engineering.
"Jt was just a dream. They really wanted to do something nice for
Stanford."

CollW 11,u/Jot,, tle prozraJII wllh otltu St14tlelfb t1'is SullUfler I

Center for International Studies
Room 104, Liberal Arts, UTPA
Phone: 210-381-3572

mer in M
Puebla

may SO - June ~8. 1997

Texas Killer Receives Lethal Injection
HUNTSVILLE, Texas (AP) _ Condemned killer Richard Brimage Jr.
quietly and voluntarily went to his death exactly nine years after a jury
convicted him of abducting, raping and killing a 19-year-old woman.
Brimage, 41, declined to pursue appeals and win what his attorney
said would have been a certain reprieve that would have kept him from
lethal injection Monday evening.
"He felt like he got what he deserved," lawyer Sam Fugate, who met
withthe inmate earlier in the day, said.
Brimage was executed for the slaying of Mary Beth Kunkel. The former high school homecoming queen from Kingsville was a freshman at
Texas A&I University - now known as Texas A&M at Kingsville - when
she was murdered Oct. 5, 1987.
It marked only the second time under a recently implemented law that
relatives of the murder victim viewed the execution of their loved one's
killer.
Brirnage's was the first execution in Texas this year and the 108th- the
most in the nation -since capital punishment resumed in the state in

....._1..,,9....8_7. . ._..._......,..,,...__..................,.,................:...;....................................................,.,,..............__-a....... - . ..

0 Experience Colonial Mexico with the program in the historical city of Puebla
Iii'! Earn Spanish and/or Communication credit(s)
Iii'! Gain an understanding of the people, culture, and history of Mexico

panis b 1301
Spanish 1302
panish 2307
S panish 4339
Spanish 6339

Excu rsions to:
M ex.ico C ity
Teotihuacao
C holula

C omm 3316
Comm 6322
C omm 6328

Atlixco
Oa xaca
and More!

enter for International Studies, LA 104, 381 -357
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Q -- Should Tex-Mex be taught as a language?

No. It brings down
Mexicans as a whole
because it is a hlnderance
to their education. And
also, It does not allow
them to compete with
those who can speak
proper English.
Jaime Ovalle
Pol. Science, Gr.

Yes. Since we live on the
border and speak both
languages, why not make
it an official language?

Laura Grimaldo
Nursing, Freshman

Yes. Tex-Mex is a language
on Its own and people
Interact using this language everyday anyway.

No. Tex-Mex is slang and
shouldn't be an official
language. English Is what
should be taught In our
schools because It Is the
official language of our
country.

No. Tex-Mex Is a disgrace
to English and Spanish! If
people are going to speak,
they should speak all
English or all Spanish.
There Is no such thing as
Tex-Mex. The appropriate
word for this Is Spanglish.

Mario Bravo
Elem. Educ., Senior

Cris Garcia
Accounting, Senior

Ian Vela
Theater, Junior

By Raquel Espinoza The Pan American

Here's to Your Health
by Jack Runyan , Ph .D. Chairman of Department of Physician Assistant Studies

Look at the person to your left. Look at the per ·on on your right. You or
the per on on either ide of you is going to have a heart attack or stroke. It
probably won't be tomorrow, it may not happen for another 40 years, but it
will happen.
One of every three people in the United State uffer ftom a heart attack
or stroke annually. For one-third of those people it is an event that happens
without any prior ymptoms or warning ign . Unfortunately, for another
third it is a fatal occurrence.There is no doubt that everyone reading this
has had a relative, or someone they know, that has uffered a heart attack
or stroke. Together, heart attack and stroke are the leading cau e of death
in the United States. Yet, as cardiovascular diseases, they are largely preventable.
The average college-aged tudent doesn't usually think of, or take measures to prevent diseases that happen Jater in life. Nonetheless, a study published in a major medical journal in January, 1997, demon trated the early
development of arterial plaques, related to carcliovascular disea e, in autopsies of trauma victims as young as 15 years old. It would take several
decades for the plaques to mature to the point of causing a heart attack or
stroke. However, early avoidance or modification of the risk factor identified as being related to heart disease or stroke will diminish the inclividual
likelihood of developing arterial plaques.
The American Heart Association recognizes 8 component , listed at
right, as being associated with carcliovascular di ea e. Some of these ri k
factors can be changed or modified, others cannot. Any one of the ri k factors alone can contribute to the development of cardiova cular di ea e ,
but most of those that suffer a heart attack or stroke have three or more
risk factors. A number of clinical studies have illustrated that, regardle s
of age, controlling these risk factor significantly reduce the chance of a
heait attack or troke.

CARDIAC RISK FACTORS

NON-MODIFIABLE
Age
Gender

Family history

One i more likely to uffer a heart attack or
troke beyond the age of 45.
Males develop cardiovascular disease more
often than women. Post-menopau al women,
however, have the same frequency of heart
attack and troke as men.
One is more likely to suffer a heart attack or
troke if it ha happened in a blood relative.

MODIFIABLE
Hypertension

Lipid levels

Tobacco use
Diabetes

Physical inactivity

One is more likely to suffer a heart attack if
they have high blood pressure, especially if
that blood pressure is not well controlled.
High level of chole terol, especially LDL
(bad) chole terol, and triglyceride are associated with increased incidence of heart disea e and troke.
Smoker are more apt to suffer a heart attack
or stroke than nonsmokers.
Diabetics are likely to develop cardiovascular di ea es, e pecially if the diabetes is not
well monitored and controlled.
Regular, routine phy ical activity even at
low-level , is associated with a reduced incidence of heart di ease and troke.

If you have any of the e ri k factors and would like to learn how to modify them, stop by Student Health Service and arrange an appointment for a
private consultation.

J::eabire
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Tafolla's show combines entertainment and education
By Joe Lara

The PAN AMERICAN
A full house applauded Carmen Tafolla's extraordinary funny one-woman
show titled "Voces de Mi Gente (Voices of My People)," February 11.
The bilingual and multicultural play has been seen throughout the world
including Los Angeles, Washington, D.C., London, and recently UTPA became
the latest location to enjoy the dramatic pre entation.
Her hour-long journey through the lives of a series of characters, identified
everyday stereotypes that would otherwise go unnoticed in everyday Chicano
life. Characters full of experiences, perspectives and emotions, enabled the
diver e audience to laugh and identify with many of Tafolla's argument and
points.
"There is no such thing a chicken fajitas, chicken don't have fajas ," Tafolla
exclaimed as she demon trated how the Hi panic culture has been commonly
misrepresented by others.
Norma Salazar, current member and former vice-president of SEnSS
(Students Engaged in Sociological Studies) says SEnSS along with LASO
(Latina Student Organization) was very proud in presenting the pecial evening
performance of "Voces de Mi Gente."
This was just one of the many activities designed to, "educate the public
about our identity because we have many Hispanic students who don't know
what to call themselves," said Salazar.
There was a predominantly positive response to "Voces de Mi Gente" that
night as the crowd gave Tafolla a standing ovation. Leonel Alvarado, freshman
from San Juan, said Tafolla's performance, "wasn't what I expected, but was
very interesting." McAllen freshman, Diana Munoz said the performance was,
"Good! I could identify with it." ''Tafolla is very talented and is in trumental in
having our voices seen and heard," aid Norma De La Pefia, graduate communication students, after seeing Tafolla perform for the second time.

SEnSS and LASO members gather with Dr. Carmen 'afolla ( center ) for a reception following her recent performance, 'Voces de Ml Gente.'
Photo Courtsey of Norma Salazar

The Hispanic community must affirm their heritage because, " Diversity is
the courage to be yourself," said Tafolla at the warm reception following the
her performance at the UTPA media theatre.
Tafolla hopes that through her performance students realize the, "cultural and
linguistic uniqueness ... they carry inside."
The San Antonio native, who now resides in McAllen, hopes to finish a comedy production titled "REAL MEN - and other miracles," in the near future.
She also plans to write her own autobiography. The actress/teacher emphasized
she will, "keep on writing to empower young people to be proud of who they
are."
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Fiesta Hidalgo started in 1968 as an annual festival during the third
week of February to host a carnival, parade, rodeo health fair, oftball
tournament, winter Texas activities, golf tournament, and fajita cook-off.
It also celebrated the Hispanic culture in South Texas.
Fiestal Hidalgo is one of the fas test growing celebrations in South Texas
and is sponsored by the Edinburg Chamber of Commerce.
This weekend's events will start at 9 a.m. Saturday with a Health Fair
and the Craft and Food fair.
The parade, which last year, included more than 100 entries, will begin
at Noon. The parade starts on South Closner and goes to Plaza Hidalgo
Square.

12 noon
1:00 p.m.
1:00 - 5:00 p.m.

Edinburg Parks & Recreation

1:30 -11:00 p.m.
2:00 p.m.
2:00 - 4:00 p.m.
8:00 p.m.

Live Music Concerts
Fajita Cook-Off
Mariachi Festival
UTPA Fine Arts Auditorium
Fiesta Hidalgo Sheriff Posse Rodeo
Arena, 1 mi. S. 281 & W. Wisconsin Rd.

Sunday, February 23, 1997

Schedule

2:00 p.m.

Saturday, February 22, 1997
9:00 a.m. - 2:00 p.m.
12:00- 6:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m. - 11 :00 p.m.
11:30 a.m.

Fiesta Hidalgo Parade-South
Closner to Plaza Hidalgo Square
Hike & Bike Trail Dedication
Fiesta Hidalgo Hoop Fest

Fiesta Hidalgo Sheriff Posse Rodeo
Arena, 1 mi. S. 281 & W. Wisconsin Rd.

2:00-4:00 p.m.

Health Fair
Rod & Cycle Show
Fiesta Hidalgo Craft :
Edinburg SK Run

Mariachi Festival
UTPA Fine Arts Auditorium

:1ir
All activities will be held in Plaza Hidalgo Square unless otherwise stated.

UTPA & STCC STUDEN TS

CELEBRATE SATURDAY WITH US!
ALSO, YOU CAN'T MISS THE FAMOUS

!)fQl~ !) A~

ct~~ ce,~l~ ~l

0Rl~NIZ~ Tl0NS
Tl\~ T s•PP0RT
I\S S~T•RI>~~ NIT£

FOR CASH & PRIZES
ALPA KAPPA PSI (AKY)
$1 BUD ICE (NOON TILL 2 AM) FREE VIDEO GAMES TILL 11 PM
AMERICAN MARKETING ASSO. (AMA)
75¢ DRAFT AND WELL DRINKS NOON TILL 2 AM NO COVER WITH ANY COLLEGE ID AM. S. MECHANICAL
$1 BUD ICE (NOON TILL 2 AM)

s

FREE ~(lJ)iliJil@ IIDillR~~j)ltil~
[N COWBOY PIT

GREATEST HITS OF SO'S AND DISCO
IN PUB & GRILL ROOM WITH CONTEST
AT 12 MIDNIGHT.

I O J1\J tl
Screwdrivers, Salty Dogs, Tequila Sunrise, Tom Collins, Cuba Libre,
Whiskey Sour, Bloody Mary and Scotch & Soda

1 ~ •; .

J

ENGINEERS (ASME)
ST. SO. MANUF. ENGINEERS (SSME)
I TAP A KEG (ITK)
LASO (LASO)
GAMBLING GILD (GG)
SENSS
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Department News
Photo by Jimmy Garcia
The Pan American

Intramural Rec-Sports Presents
Softball - Men's, Women's & CoRec Divisions,
Entries Due Friday
Games begin Feb. 24

Badminton-Men's, Women's & CoRec Divisions
Entries due Feb. 28
Games begin Mar 4

Entry forms are available at UC 315 or call 381-3673.

Academic Advisement
( Freshmen, ophomore, Juniors & en ion)
nwjors
For undeclared
Feb. 24-Mar. 5
Come by and set your appointment. Contact the Counseling/Advisment
Center at 381-2529 or visit STUS #513.

Stan Otken and Patty McDonald work on their tans before
Spring Break.

Attention Seniors: Delta Kappa Gamma annually sponsors a scholarship for seniors. You must gave a 3.0 GPA, clear admission for Teacher
Education and be a full time student or student teacher.Applications are
available in EDO 239 or in Dr. Martha Tevis' office, EDO 135. Deadline
to apply is May 5.

If your deparlment has a news brief that you would like to include in the
Department News section bring it by COAS 170 or call us at
381-2541.

& ENTE RTAI NMEN T CENT ER

,

I
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THE FIRST QUESTI ON TO ASK ABOUT SCHOOL IS, WHY BOTHER COMING ?
WITH MILLION S OF OTHER ROADS AND AVENUE S TO EXPLOR E, WHY BOTHER
INVESTI NG THE LITTLE AND PRECIO US TIME WE HAVE IN ATTEND ING COLLEG E?
WE ASKED THIS ETERNA L QUESTIO N TO VARIOU S STUDEN TS AND GOT SOME
VERY STUPID ANSWER S.. AMONG THE DUMBES T WERE......
••• BECAUSE MY PARENTS
MADE ME DO IT.

-- -

'----=============:::==~--~

1

BECAUSE I WANTED THE
FINANCIAL AID MONEY.

I COULD BEA
RIGHT NOW WA
V. OR $O#ETH

.,..I_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _

··· I DONT KNOW.

NOW I CAIi AFFORD
THE CAR I JI/ANTED!

,•fl'\

---..l,,.~

L,OS"f"

~-- ·~

WE, OF COURSE , KNOW THE REAL REASON - -WE GO TO SCHOOL
TO EXPAND YOUR HORIZO NS AND MATURE AS INDIVIDU ALS, OR IS IT?

Letters .
45th year - No. 21
University of Texas - Pan American
1201 West University , CAS 170
Edinburg, TX 78539
(210) 381-2541 fax (210) 316-7122
PAN_AMERICAN@panam.edu
World Wide Web Electronic Edition:
http://www .panam.edu /dept/panam erican
Interim Editor - Norma Castillo
Lifestyle Editor - Mark Milam

Faculty Adviser - Bob Rollins
Advertising Manager - Bill Edson
Secretary - Juanita Sanchez

Staff: Reina Martinez, David Salinas, Gustavo Fonseca Olivares, Jimmy
Garcia, Rita Castro, I~c Gomez, Josque Gonzalez and Joe Lara.
The Pan American is an official publication or The University of Texas-Pan
American. It is produced in the Communication Department and published
each Thursday, except during examination periods, vacations and holidays.
Views presented are those or the writers and do not necessarily reflect those , .
the university administration. Subscriptions are $8 per year or $4 per semester.
All Letters to the Editor are welcome; however, please limit length to 250
words. Include your name, address and phone number on all letters. No anonymQUS letters will be_pr_inted. Letter:_s l!,r~nted ~ J.!e _OJ! a ~~~~: ~v~il~b!e !>~!s·.•

• •

Dear Editor:
We collectively have been attending UTPA for the past three years and
it bas come to our attention that our campus paper has become riddled with
advertisements and is giving less attention to articles of substance. The Pan
American should be used for current campus events, preferably not the world
news events. Do you realize how dated these articles are? We have already
seen these articles in the local city papers, on the television and radio. The
Pan American is a paper for the campus about the campus. The feature pictures (in color) are cute but usually pointless and trivial. We attend this univer ity to expand our minds and viewpoints, not to look at pretty pictures. We
find it hard to believe that your office only received one letter to the editor last
week and suspect that you simply do not print anything controversial. We
challenge you to publi b any and all viewpoints you receive from the student
body: u . The paper belongs to the students and we de erve our monies
worth.
Sincerely,
Laurie Hir ch, History
Coni na Rupert, Biology
Dave Kr ka, Biology
Dana Gonzalez, B iology

O pinion
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How well do you speak Spanish ?
A student struggles through day after day of lesson. The words are different, the phrases strange,
and it seems that everyone else understand what is
going on. The professor keeps rambling on about
this and that, but this student just does not get it?
Why? Because it is a new language, a different way
of speaking and comprehension that he/she has
never been exposed to or participated in?
Finally in frustration the student packs it in and
withdraws from the class. Unable to under tand the
language, and dejected by the snickers of fellow
students and the impatience of the instructor, the
student storms out of the class never to return.
If this sounds crazy then you should have been in
my Spanish class last week when an incident similar to this actually took place. After several weeks
of trying to grasp basic Spanish, and ritually humiliated by her peers,, a female student in my class
grabbed her books and marched out of the classroom ... Never to return!
It reminded me of my difficulties with foreign
language classes here at UTPA. Now on my third
attempt at completing Spanish 1301, I can relate to
the student in my class and with others who have
similar challenges.
The problem does not Lie with the students who
are non-spanish speakers but instead the fault re t
with the instructors, the clas organization, the
Department of Modern Language and Literature ,
and with people's shallow perceptions of who
speaks what and where!

Pointing Fingers
-Mark M. Milam-

Spanish with the first couple of weeks. It would be
more appropriate to balance your lesson in English
and in Spanish. Save the full Spanish until we have
mastered the basics!
Mo t people learn a new language in a pattern
that allows them to compare the new language with
the one they already know. For example, when I
read Spani h I translate every word in my head into
its English equivalent. I think of Spani h vocabulary in terms of what it means in English. This is
different than I have een with native speakers, who
under tand the word in its Spanish form and think
of it as uch.
In my opinion, the Department of Modern
Language and Literature have adopted a 'sink or
swim' attitude when it come to their cour es. This
is a ad attitude and only hinder the students and
their goal of education.
Part of the requirements to graduate i the completion of six hour of a foreign language, and to
ee students struggle because of misguided concepts or faulty perceptions on the part of instructor , i a damn shame. And while my criticism is
directed at the beginning non-speaking Spanish
course , I have a trong uspicion that it is occurring with the other language a well. Remember
not everyone peaks Spani h down here, nor
hould they feel obligated to,but the tudents who
are trying to de erve every bit of consideration and
re pect by tho e who can peak Spanish fluently.

~

It is a common misconception that every tudent
on thi campu either can and does peak Spani h
as their native tongue, or at lea t has the fundamentals of Spanish becau e they live in a Hi panic
community. That i wrong and is reflected in the
way that people approach the tudy of Spani h here.
Learning a foreign language i a difficult ta k,
e pecially when one ha had limited expo ure to the
language. When a per on, uch as my elf, doe not
grow up in the Valley, and doe not use Spani h in
daily conversation, then the groundwork must be
laid upon which to build a ba e of Spani h.
Think back to how you learned to read and write
Engli h in grade school. It was a low, calculated
process that started from the beginning of the words
and move into further combination of speaking,
spelling, and comprehension. Thi was the way
most of u were taught. Why then would you try to
teach omeone Spani h the way it is done at UTPA?
Here the instructor teach you phrase , aying ,
and expres ion before you ever learn about your
alphabet, simple vocabulary, and it tructure. It
seems backwards to teach a per on how to conver e
when they hardly know what they are aying ..
Another thing that i really irritating i that the
basic Spanish clas e are conducted entirely in

'U'f-Cj>an ~merican 1997
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Stu~tnt q,,ot,nJHtl.Hi ;4ss,,eiati"H applieatl,,ns 6,,,. tlit
;;sq;4 UJHJHUHlt'f St,olet!. Sel,,,lal'-sl,ip,, -($250) '" 6t?.
awa,~t!.~ '" a sl.uJt?.ni u.aJt, u,l,c ls lnoclot?.J wul, 6c1.I, tl,t?.
eaJHpus anJ 066-CaJHpus UJHJHUnlt'f,

Tuesday & WednesdaY. March 25-26
Candidate Applications Available Starting:
9:00 am, Tuesday , February 25, UC 305
Filling Deadline: 4:00 pm Monday, March 17

Po ition Available:

Requirements
• 2.5 GPA or above
• Campus and Off-Campus Community Involvement
• Open to all classifications

jT UD.E T GO VElU . 11Btrr J.i[,3 0 C1AT1011
President & Vice President
Student Senators

lfJ1 l'V]IRjJ'l"'Y PT{ 0 GJ{J.\l\JJ lB OJ.\!W

Restrictions

President & Vice President
Directorate Member at Large

• Student Government Association members (electied or
appointed) or immediate relatives not eligible.

JTlJDEl JT PTJEL]CJ.YflD:C 3 COl\Al rrrrTEE
2 po ition
Pick up application in UC 305
or UC 322. Applications must
be submitted by 4 pm Friday,
March 7, 1997 to UC 305, Call
381-2659 or 381-2517 for
more information.

JT1UD.E11fT I{lG1TT3 COlYJlYJTTTEE
1 position
CALL 381-2659 FOR INFORMATION
,
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Bishops Raymundo
Pena applies ash to
UTPA student
Ernesto Amoror's
forehead during
Ash Wednesday
mass.
The ceremony
marks the beginning of Lent for
Catholics.

- Photo by
Reina Martinez
The Pan American

Photo Gallery Conle,1

AK'S SPORTS PUB

Flamingo Plaza • 1700 North 10th, Suite K • McAllen, Texas 78501

Do YOU have a wild.
funny. or student
organization Photo ....

(210) 618-4611
Billiards • Big Screen TV • Darts
WEDNESDAY NITES
DART & POOL TOURNAMENT

A

Live Entertainment
Every Weekend ~
•••• or a Personal
Photo YOU are Proud
of- then submit it to
the can \ mPus maga.
zine PANORAMA.

Participants need to submit photos to CAS 170. Winner's photos will be
published m the 1996-1997 issue. Photos require name, address and
phone number. All photos will be returned; however,
participants need to pick-up the photos themselves.Only UTPA students,
staff and faculty are eligible.

February 20, 1997
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EL BOSQUE APARTlVIENTS

1609 West Schunior, Edinburg
Wouldn't You Drive Only 8 Miles To Get
A Lower Rent?
We Bet You Would!
Lots of Our Residents Do!
• Small Pets Welcome
• Only 15 minutes from the
• Plenty of Parking
Heart of McAllen
• Spacious 1, 2, 3, Bedrooms • Close to Everything:
Floor Plans
UTPA, Business &
• Two Swimming Pools
• Caring On-Site Management Medical Facilities, &
• 24 Hour Maintenance Service Shopping

Spacious Floorplans w/Designer Interiors
at Surprisingly Affordable Rates!

EVERY FR✓DAY
NO COVER TILL 11 WITH COLLEGE ID

ALL DRINKS $ dlll .. so
8

$

PM •

:IL-- 7

•

.a!,

11 PM

SHINER BOCK· ALL NIGHT

1st: Floor - Live Music

-

I-IIGI-I-FI

PLAYING THE BEST ALTERHATNE MUSIC

383-8382

ORTH O PAEDI C
INSTITUTE
Specializing in Sports Medicine
Arthroscopic Outpatient Surgery of the shoulder and knee.
Bill Snyder, M.D.
Mike Sweeney, M.D.
Orthopaedic Surgeons

Outpatient Surgery for Adults and Children
Athletic injury Fracture Care
Joint Replacement On-The-Job Injuries 2nd Opinion Consultations X Ray

320 Lindberg Center, McAllen
CONVENIENT APPOINTMENT SCHEDULING DAY AND EVENING HOURS

Tel. 210.686.2669

TUESDAYS

•■

NWB X INTERNIICION/ll
100% Dance Music Frorn Mexico

Ml l\'f'l~\11111~ 1:JeMd
1
s1 DRAFT - TILL 11

75¢ SHOTS - ALL NIGHT
K.bNl:j~lnN~- ALTERNATIVE INTERNATIONAL

INTER

}IL; C,

MEJOR MUSI

HIJ

NIGHT KARAOKE
.

The Pan American

Recruit __
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Repro uctive Services
613 SESAME DRIVE WEST • HARLINGEN

BECOME AN
AIR FORCE OFFICER.

In association with Adoption Affiliates
Providing choices in Reproductive Health Care
Pregnancy Testing • Problem Pregnancy Counseling
Pregnancy Termination (1st & 2nd Trimester)
Morning After Treatment
Family Planning/ Birth Control Counseling
Speakers for Education Programs • Adoptive Services

Take the first step to becoming a leader in today's Air Force. Put your college degre to work in the Air Force
Officer Training chool. After completing Officer Training hool you can
b come a commissioned Air Force
officer with:

FOR MORE INFORMATION CALL:
(210) 428-6242 or (210) 428-6243
Valley: l-800-464-101 7 Mexico: 95-800-010-1287
Llcensed by the Texas Department of Health

sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss
1rr--======= ========== ====ns

HOMES

s -------------~
Mobile Home
:ss

•
sf

Marketing
!•
Retail Sales
:s .._AMERICA
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ Opportunity!!

s
:s

'

$

: Benelns:
•Opportunity to earn OVER $60,000,
t

f
i

~===oF===~

8

• great st arting pay
• medical and dental care
• 30 days vacation with pay per year
• management opportuniti s
Discover how far a career in th Air
F re can take you and what it takes
to qualify. Call

AIR FORCE OPPORTUNITIES
TOLL FREE
1-800-423-USAF

i' ~rnmJ I rnJ{ll ~ [[(flW ffiWffiTI Is
$

$

I

•Health Insurance &401 KRetirement Benefits

:

Hard work, no ovemights, Hyou are a 'Make-II Happen'person with:

$

•3Years Experience in heavy Retail Sales

I

$

f

i

I
i
$

s
S

;s

f

:s
:

With Vocational Degree
Bachelors Business Degree

•

And you are ambttious to own your own business, Will pay you while we train you,
SEND RESUME OR APPLY IN PERSON TO:
200 E. Expressway 83
san Juan, Texas78589
Or Call (210) 787-8787 for AJJp1Jlntment

i

I

I
s
s
S

=========== !
Ii
sssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssssss

St PATO MEXICAN FOOD TO GO VALLEY-WIDE
Convenient delivery available to businmes and medical offices in Edinburg
area only with Ten dollar minimum Monday through Saturday 8 am to 2 pm

TRY 'EM,

FEBRU ARY
SPECI AL

YOU'LL LOVE 'EM ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ,

j

ONLY

@

Beef Guisado, S~anish Rice, Ranchero Beans.~ c;;) ,....(;Yi\
10¼ DISCOUNT Salad, 2 flour Tortillas, & 16oz. soft drink. t;_.) ~"" ~
to all students,
staff and facultv.
Must preserlt
UTPA /.0 .

HANDMADE FLOUR TORTILLAS, HOMEMADE RECIPES MADE FRESH ON
PREMISES DAILY OPEN DAILY AT 7:00 A.M.-SUNDAY 9:00 A.M. FOR FASTER
~ ~H%::U7:1;,i
SERVICE CALL AHEAD.

Do You Have Recurrent
Genital Herpes?
YOU MAY QUALIFY FOR A RESEARCH STUDY WITH
AN APPROVED MEDICATION. TlllS STUDY IS BEING
CONDUCTED ATIONWIDE BY A LEADING
PHARMACEUTICAL COMPANY.
• YOU MU T BE 18 YEARS OF AGE OR OLDER
• HAVE A AVERAGE OF 4 OUTBREAKS IN A YEAR
OR 2 0 TBREAKS I 6 MO TH

Qualifying particip:mts will recieve the following:
• Up to $175 Compensation
• Free Phy ical Exams
• Free Blood Work
• Free tudy Medication for Recurrent Genital
Herpes
FOR MORE INFORMATION ABOUT TlllS HEALTH
OPPROTUNITY PLEA E CALL (210) 618-4257

RIO GRANDE VALLEY CLINICAL RESEARCH CENTER
GUMARO GARZA, M.D.
BOARD CERTIFIED INTERNIST
5112 N. 10th treet, McAllen, Texas 78504

Misc.

February 20, 1997
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CrossWord Madness
ACROSS
1Mlrncked
SWed
10 The Charles'

dog
Lowjolnt
Existing
Leners
Step-I
Fulfdls
Pitcher
HershlS&r
20 Choice
22 Chum
23 Female
24 Large cask
25 Placards
29 Fate
33 Nautical term
34 "- Old House"
36 Brogan
37 Ignited
38 Germs
39 Ms. Gardner of
films
400Kclly

14
15
16
17
18
19

42 Idol
43 Cutoff
45 Washington
personage

47 Scoops
49 Desener
50 Pie-mode
51 Sharp bite
54 Fainted
60 Dwelling
61 Covers With
asphalt
62 Literary lioness
63 Klnd of exam
64 Purloin
65 Fume
66 Writes
67 Alloy use In
roofing
68 Achy
DOWN
1 Stirs
2 Long
3 Bad
4 Hates
5 Expert
6Jal 7 Late
YugostaVian
leader

8
9
10
11

Steady
- Moines, IA
Sums
Semiprecious
stone
12 Bound
13 Friend
21 - HunUey
22 Motor vehicle
24 Hardy heroine
25 Grows wan
26 Of sheep
27 Smooth fabric
28 Gulde
29 Mischievous
pranks
30 · - a dream...•
31 New
32 Lunar and leap
35 Female
38 Barroom
measufe
41 Some grasses
43 Only
44 Escapees
46 Label

31 ti 0 S ■ J N ti J J.
S
,
)I i 3 II ■
y 3 .L 6
s , i ■ s 3 " y d■ 3
n 0 0 3 S s y d■ 0 N
y , Y• • J . y ti

,

y
J.

-- s•
--

~.J .! "
II 3
y"
3 0
A N

H
I

•
A 0 a
, 3 II
1 I y

Y J.
48
51
52
53

O H

s

.! I tlJ?

Blawt
Boutique
Shredded
"- old
coWhand..."
54 Party nosh
55 State

y II 0

--i~
--

0 II J H
S 0 3 31 S
S ■ s I H J.• J. s
J. S 3 o ■ s ti 3 J.
• J H S
N n J. •
n a ■ N 0 I J. :> 3
0 ■ s 3 J. y 6 ■ J.
, y ■ 3
" ■ 3 A I
Y ■ a..!..!.! "
a

" 3

Y•

N 3 d

I

fl O H
I J. 6

N ..~._!
I N J
J. I 1

y" y

S O d

l 3 S

I N 0
A I 0

!_,j_ .!

°'

56 Connery
Pem
57 Table spread
58 Employer
59 Acoop1
61 Attention-gen,ng
sound

CAS 170
1201 W. University Or. Edinburg, TX 78539
DEADLINE: Noon Friday
(Insert wording in spaces below)

THIS SPACE
90 Chevy Cavalier.

AVAILABLE

Excellent condition.

FOR YOUR
CLASSIFIED AD
CAS 170
Deadline Noon
Friday

Only $2,600.
Call 787-8121 or
316-6502.

MASSAGE
THERAPY
Dennis Davis, R.M.T.
S35.00 per hour
Staff/Student Discount

631-4689

WANTED
Art, Prose, Photos, and
Poetry. Submit to
CAS 266

REWARD
$250 in cashPrizes.Deadline
March 7 , 1997

Gallery Magazine '97.

Spring Break in
Guadalajara
Guanajuato
(Mexico
$139.00

Call for info 630-6073
after 6:00 P.M.

TASP/TOEFL
/ACT/SAT
Preparation courses.
Classes forming now!
Private tutoring available.
210-381-3573.

February 20, 1997
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6UNDAY Bronc baseball vs.
University of Illinois. 11 a.m. Jody
Ramsey stadium.

Y

TOD A Showcase - open
mike. Prizes of $25, $15 and $10.
Sponsored by the University Program
Board.
TODAY Men's basketball at
Arkansas State. 7 p.m. over KSOX
radio, 1240 AM.
FRIDAY Bronc baseball vs.
University of Illinois. 2 p.m. Jody
Ramsey stadium.

Y

FRID A Induction of new
members of Gamma Beta Phi at 7 p.m.
in the Media Theater.

Y

6ATURD A Bronc baseball vs. University of Illinois. (two
games) 1 p.m. Jody Ramsey stadium.
6ATURD A Y

24 - MAR..C!J 2
Fuente Olvejuna 8 p.m. University
Theatre.

24 - 27

Collegiate Health
and Fitness Tour at Science Quad with
sports activities and health tests available. Sponsored by the Alcohol and
Drug Abuse Program (ADAP) and
Bacchus and Gamma club.

27

Seventh annual Mexican
Literature and Film Festival. Room
351 CAS building.

28

UTPA Folkloric Dance with
UTPA Mariachi at 7 p.m. in Fine Arts
Auditorium.

28

Bronc baseball vs. Incarnate
Word University 2 p.m. Jody Ramsey
stadium.

UTPA
Folkloric Dance with UTPA Mariachi
at 2 p.m. in Fine Arts Auditorium.

Bronc baseball vs. Incarnate
Word University (2 games) 1 p.m.
Jody Ramsey stadium.

I

Women's basketball vs.
Louisiana Tech. 7:30 p.m. UTPA
Fieldhouse.

4 UTPA Choir concert at 8 p.m. in

7

Bronc baseball vs. Western
Kentucky (2 games) 4 p.m. Jody
Ramsey stadium.

8 Bronc baseball vs. Western
Kentucky 1 p.m. Jody Ramsey stadium.

UTPA Mariachi concert at 2 p.m.

in Fine Arts Auditorium.

r--------------------,
Would You Like To Be Paid to Study?
Check out a new course offered by Alpha Plasma!

Course Description

Hours

Provide Plasma to earn extra
cash and save lives.

7 days a week
8 a.m. • 4 p.m.

Requirements

Prerequsite

Age: 18 to 69
Weight: 110 lbs. min
Good Health
Student 1.0.
No history of Hepatitus

1)Need extra
income.
2)Willingness to
provide a product
that others need
3)Knowledge that
you can not get
AIDS from giving
plasma.

Expected Result
Extra money(up to $100 in 2
wks) Good grades & the
satisfaction of knowing you
have provided a product that
might help save a life.

Time
Approximately
2 hours a week.

FIRST DONATION - $20 With student
I. D. Up to $100 in just two weeks!
Bring your books to Alpha Plasma
and study while donating. It's like
being paid to study!

ALPHA PLASMA CENTER

I Gamma Beta Phi election of officers Noon LA 111.

9 Alumni concert at 3 p.m. in Fine

6 Faculty Chamber Music recital at
3 p.m. in FC 103 Recital Hall.

8 Senior recital George Michael,
saxophone at 8 p.m. in Recital Hall FC
103.
I 2 Guest artist, 17-year-old
Angela Chen at 3 p.m. in Recital Hall
FC 103.

Arts Auditorium.

25

UTPA Band concert at 8 p.m.
in Fine Arts Auditorium.

at 8 p.m. in Fine Arts Auditorium.

I

Men and Women's Chorus concert at 8 p.m. in FC 102 Recital Hall.

Fine Arts Auditorium.

2 9 Percussion Ensemble concert

Y

6UND A UTPA Folkloric
Dance with UTPA Mariachi at 2 p.m.
in Fine Arts Auditorium.

I

3 0 Munn's tudio recital at 3 p.m.
in FC 103 Recital Hall.

I5

String Ensemble concert at 8
p.m. in Recital Hall FC 103

24-26

Musical "Dragons"
joint production of the Music Dept.
and University Theatre at 8 p.m. in the
Fine Arts Auditorium.

9

2 UTPA Choir concert at 8 p.m.
in Fine Arts Auditorium.

February 20, 1997
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is looking for an EDITOR
to co1nplete the Spring Se1nester
Issues of the Ca1npus N e-wspape~
Criteria:
• Student must be enrolled in at least 3 semester hours.
• Must be in good standing ( not on academic or disciplinary probation)
• Must have a 2.5 GPA
Proficiency in Quark Xpress, MacWrite Pro, Freehand, Photoshop, Writing, Editing, and photography preferred.
Applications are available in CAS 170

For info: 381-2541

Deadline for applying is Noon, February 28, 1997

Now~nFor Lunch,Dmner And

s~~ns.

Wireless Mobile Communications

PART TIME
OPPORTUN ITY

You ~ t ft>fJt how coipcll ow but JOU WOt!I futgct Cl1f sandwdicsmd
pims. B«uc chcy'rt all xMd on our
famous hex Baktd Frtsh Daily. bum
and IOllldougli pim aust. Then
chcy'rt piled high widi 6ah dt5
ingrtdicna. Thm'salio crisp

pdtns:ablsnl~ICI¥~ looc us Uf.· (Just ~ •
bcr how IO spdl Cid raiM.)

~ D d)
.

'-1'-

r----------------------------------,

CSchlotnky> Dell)

!

!

SANDWICH!:
!: 50¢notOFFvalidANYwithSMALL
any other coupon
L___________ exp_ires 3/15197 ___________ J
r----------------------- -----------,

c

Schlotl:sk(I

Dell)

75¢ OFF ANY REGULAR SANDWICH OR PIZZA
not valid with any other coupon
expires 3/15197

2616 N. 10th McAllen • 687-6566
1704 W. Universit Dr.• 316-3354

'· ........................ ., . .. . ..

.'

EARN UP TO
~®@@ A MONTH
You can join an exciting team where success is achieved by:

You @WlDl efforts
0

Y@v o W1Dl (COmmlltmeimt
Y@v OWlDl slloHils
Y@v oW1Dl llD.@vs
The Service of the Century®
An Equal Oppommity Employer

Opportunities available
throughout the Rio Grande
Valley.

Call Barbara Avila
Office (210) 686-2355
Fax (210) 687-9010

lite Styles
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Assi stan ts ease load of phys ician s
By Rita Castro
The PAN AMERICAN
Previou ly, per on wanting to study medicine had to leave the Valley. This
made it impo ible for tho e without phy ician funds and for those with family obligation here to reach their goals.
Currently 29 tudents are working on their Physician Assi. tant (PAs)
Degree. PA will work under the supervi. ion of licensed phy icians. The PAs
are allowed to perform many of the duties that a physician does. They are
allowed to prescribe medications, and they are qualified to perform patient
checkup . They can initiate variou · diagno tic te ts. and de ign treatment and
care plans for patients .
Charles Burgo is one of 30 tudent elected from a pool of 600 that
applied for the Phy ician A sistant Program. Thi i a highly competitive program that i et up like a Ma ter' Program. Student read and re earch, gue t
peakers lecture and tudents Ii ten to the le ons via televideo conference .
"It i the future way of teaching," ay Burgos. He goe on to ay that the
training i inten e and fa t. "It is like four year in two," Burgo add .
Student are expected to go both ummer . They cannot drop cla es, and
mu t maintain a C or better in each cla .
"It's a challenging career where chooling doesn't end," say Burgo . He
add that the cla se keep him bu y. "I try to make chool my priority. It' like
a job," Burgos said. He adds that he tries to di cipline him elf to tay motivated.

Charles Burgos spends many hours studying and preparing himself for the
Physician Assistant program at UTPA.

Photo: Rita Castro /

--··-------····--·--· ............................... .. .. _______
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Reyna Jennings and Gary Gulley are two of the 29 students working towards a
degree In the Physician Assistant Program. The program ls based on a
demanding curriculum that prepares students for the challenges of the med•
lcal field.

Photo by Rita Castro The Pan American
Burgo , who mis ed a week of chool becau ea relative died, sat in the
library tudying note for a test. "There is a lot of potential and opportunity to
work under a doctor's upervi ion," Burgos said. ''The profession expects us
to conduct our elve re pon ible becau e we are paving the way for other .
The program i to help the Hi panic need of the Valley."
Reyna Jenning , Bachelor of Science in Biology/ Cherni try, aid, "I waited
a year to be accepted into the P.A. program." Jennings adds that he is intere ted in working with people. "I don 't want to give up six years of my life to
go off to a medical chool."
"I wanted to be a doctor," ay Gary Gulley, a Pan American graduate in
medical technology who worked in a laboratory for 17 year . The age factor
and co t prevented him from taking the steps toward becoming one. "I saw a
golden opportunity when I learned of the P.A. program. They didn't discriminate again t older tudent ," aid Gulley.
Gulley depend on his family to do thing that he used to take care of
around his home. His family i becoming aware that he will not be able to go
home at 5 p.m. Gulley ays he doesn't have time to play tennis, watch televiion or even do yard work because he has to always be tudying. "Every hour
of clas is three hour of tudy."
Gulley, Jenning and Burgo con ider the PA program tough. Still they want
to obtain the degree and are willing to make acrifices and study long hours.
They po e s a high level of dedication that will urely make other in their
profe ion proud. The PA tudents have to spend many hour tudying. They
will eventually receive a Bachelor of Science degree in Phy ician Assi tant
Studie .
The curriculum include ba i cien e knowledge, concept of health care
and di ea e, phy ical examination, problem olving, data gathering, interviewing. patient education, as well a , clinical kill by the junior year. During the
enior year, the curriculum will include ob tetric /gynecology, elective, and
preceptor hip.
The PA program i de igned to meet or exceed the American Medical
A ociation' E ential , and accreditation from the AMA Committee on
Accreditation of Allied Health Education Program . The program i approximately 26 month . Degree and certificate are awarded from The University
of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston.
If you are interested in the Physician Assistants Program contact Dr. Jack
Runyan at 381-2291.

~------·-·· .. -·-------·----··- -·-·-· - -·---·
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No w Pla yin g...
'Absolute Power'
Castle Rock
Entertainment
Staring Clint Eastwood
Gene Hackman, Ed
Harris, and Judy Davis
Directed by Clint
Eastwood

Built to Spill

'Perfect
From Now On'
Warner Bros.

•Alternative
Rock
Hailing from the mu ic mecca of the Pacific
ortbwest, Built to Spill is a quirky combination of the
musical trends, styles, and attitudes that have come to
dominate in the land of grunge. Being not quite rock,
and definitely not grunge, it is hard to classify the
music of this group who exited out of Boise on a fat
contract to make weird, electric rock folk music for the
masses.
Built to Spill is a trio lead by the King of the Boise
scene, Doug Martsch, and backed by his mate Brett
Nelson on guitar, and newcomer Scott Plouf pounding
the skins. This is the fourth release by the band, but the
first for Warner Brothers, who is helping push the band
with a barrage of publicity, because unless you are
stuck way far away up in Idaho then you just might not
dig the nerdy alternative folk music of Built to Spill.

-Mark M. Milam

Luther Whitney i a master thief who pecializes in detailed a.c;signments. As far as thieves go, he is
the best... a lifetime of training and experience has put him at the top. When be is in his element, he is
in complete control. .. He bas absolute power ov r his victims.
"Absolute Power" is the tale of Luther Whitney and the exploits he oon finds himself submerged
in. Whitney bas ju t been released from prison, and is close to the end of his career as a thief, but
before he fades away he wants to pull one more job. The target of his last burgarlry is Walter Sullivan,
a very rich man, and his home, which according to Whitney's plan is loaded with valuables.
In the course of ripping of Sullivan's home, Whitney is a witness to an unexpected murder, a crime
that soon forces Whitney to come clean about his activities that night inside the home. Not sure of
whom to trust, Whitney is placed into a dangerous game of truth and dare. A game that could cost him
his life or his freedom.
As director and star of the film, Eastwood delivers an outstanding performance as the wise thief,
Luther Whitney. At the top of his form, Eastwood transforms a rather lowlife character into a man of
deep insight and empathy. Supporting roles in this film are filled to perfection by Ed Harris, who is
Dectective Seth Frank, and by Gene Hackman, as the President... Though suspect as a President,
Hackman overcomes an audience's doubt with a well-focused and believeable spin as the President.
This film is an edge-of-you r-seat adventure that never abandons its strength as a drama yet stimulates us as a thriller of the highest caliber. •Absolute Power' was adapted from the best selling novel
by David Baldacci, with the screenplay being written by William Goldman. It is currently playing in
theatres everywhere, and is highly reccommend ed for fans of old-time thrillers and for the legions of
Eastwood junkies.

-Mark M. Milam / LifeStyle Editor

Buy you r bo ok s via the Int ern et
(CPS) PROVO, Utah-John Norton, a
Brigham Young University junior, was fed
up with standing in long lines at the college
bookstore, only to receive a paltry sum for
his used textbooks. Then, his sister told him
about Utah State University's "bookswap, "
where students themselves can exchange
books, negotiate bargains and pocket the
change.
That's when Norton says it hit him: why
not set up a imilar student book exchange
on the Internet? "If we can do it manually,
we can do it virtuaJly," Norton said he
remembers thinking. So, in January, Norton
and childhood friend, Hugh Smith, a 1996 BYU graduate, launched a web ite
(www.bookswap.com) where students can get together in cyberspace, compare titles and electronically wheel-and-d eal.
Already 250 students, mostly from BYU, have registered on the site, which
is available to all Utah colleges. "I've gotten e-mail messages from people
saying 'It's great,' 'I'm excited,' 'I just sold my book,' 'Thanks for putting the
ervice up,"' Norton said. "I've never had people say 'I don't like it."
The site works like this: the eller enters the title of the book-and its asking
price-into a databa e. The buyer can search the database for a specific title,
compare prices if there's more than one seller, and e-mail an offer to the seller.
Then, it's up to the students to do the dickering over the price, Norton said,

"I'm pretty much the broker," he said.
"I just bring the buyer and seller
together."
The site, which is free to users, also
offers a feature in which the buyer
receives an automatic e-mail message
when a title they requested becomes
available. Norton figures that the student who use the site usually come
out farther ahead than they would at a
traditional bookstore. And they don't
have to stand in long lines. At BYU,
the bookstore buys textbooks back at
60 percent of the retail price, and
average student spends about $600
the
Considering
resells them at 80 percent.
bonus.
a
is
each school year on books, any savings
any worries about him runvoiced
Norton said the BYU bookstore hasn't
share," he said. "It
market
ning it out of business. "They have such a big
would take a lot for me to put a dent in them." Besides, the bookstore's main
business is selling new textbooks, for which students must pay top dollar. "I'm
just another [choice] students have to sell their books," he said.
The next step for Norton, an information systems major, and Smith, who
owns hi own creen-printin g business, is to attract advertisers to their site.
Then, they plan to make the service available to colleges everywhere. "That's
the plan , a soon as pos ible," Norton said.
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Lady Broncs
drop Lainar U.
75 - 63
Julie Shakin netted 15 point and pulled down even
rebound as UTPA dropped Lamar Univer ity 75-63
aturday at the Field Hou e. Senior guard Kelly Garrett
added 14 points and had six as ist for the Lady Bronc .
The Lady Bronc who are 4-19, 2-9 in Sun Belt
Conference play, led 32-31 at the half. In the econd half the
Bronc extended their lead and with 4:52 remaining in the
game led with 65-54 advantage. Lamar fought back, challenging the Lady Bronc at 2:08 mark, cutting the lead to
65-59.
But Lamar would net get any clo er as the Lady Broncs
connected on 8 of 10 from the free line in the final two minutes. Thi included Garrett who hit 5 of 6 free throw down
the tretch. For the game the Lady Broncs hot 18-27 (.667)
from the line, while Lamar shot just 17-27 (.565). UTPA
also out rebounded Lamar 47-34.
Tammy Wilson also scored in double figures for the Lady
Broncs with 13 point . Sophomore Deni e Scalley led all
scorers with 20 points, while pulling down 13 rebounds for
Lamar.
This Saturday the Lady Broncs travel to Southwestern
Louisiana. Game time is 4:15 p.m.

Senior Guard, #ll
Kelly Garrett fights
off the full press of
two Lamar defenders. Garrett came
through lo the final
stretch, hitting 5 of 6
lo the final minutes
of the game.
Along with Garrett,
the overall performances of the Lady
Broncs helped bold
off Lamar and seal a
75 - 63 victory.

Photo by Reina Martinez
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Bro ncs take two of thre e from UTSA
Thi weekend the Bronc ba eball team faced off again t
rival UT-San Antonio in a three game match over two

Junior Matt
Peters, outfielder,
steps up and prepares to sail the
ball out of the stadium. Strong hitting, along with
sound defense
helped the Broncs
take two of the
three games this
weekend.

days. With a double header facing them on Saturday the
Bronc played out tanding ball in route to plitting the
erie . The fir t game saw UTPA lo e in a tight fini h 5-4.
With defeat fre h in their mind , the Bronc regrouped
and came out determined to win. Thi will, along with
exceptional hitting and pitching, helped lift the Bronc
over UTSA with a 6-5 win.
Sunday' action saw the Bronc pickup where they left
off on Saturday. With explo ive offen ive and fundamental
play, the Broncs blanked the UTSA team with a 4-0 victory. Key to the win wa the performance of Senior Kiki
Trevino. Trevino pitched the first hut-out of the 1997 eason, topping UTSA on six hits. Trevino now has a record
19 con ecutive innings without walking a batter.
The win was also significant to Coach Al Ogletree who
watched his career victory number rise to 1,993. Ogletree,
who is retiring at the end of this ea on, is the leader of
active Division 1 coacbe in total wins.
On the heels of two dramatic wins, the Bronc mu t now
prepare for the Saturday match again t the Univer ity of
Illinoi . The two games will be play at Jody Ram ey
Stadium at 1 p.m.

Pholo by Rema Marbnez

teve Minus, UT A's third ba eman,
charges back to the base, UTPA' Matt
I kowskl, first baseman, prepares to tag
him out. trong defense allow d the
Broncs focu on an explosive offense.
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COMING SOON •••
THE U.S. MATHEMATICA
EMPOWERMENT TOUR!

I■

WANTED

Wolfram Research is bringing the stunning brilliance of Mathematica 3.0
to you. Climb aboard our colorful traveling display and experience what
makes Mathematica indispensable in fields such as science, technology,
engineering, finance, medicine, research, education, and many, many more.

STUDEN T CALLERS
Bright, articulate people needed to
phone UT Pan Am graduate
and rai e money for theAnnuaJ Fund.

Come and try our interactive computer display, see interesting projects, and
talk w ith the Wolfrom Research staff about the power of Mathematica 3 .0
and our many specialized application packages. You'll be inspired to
use Mathematica for your next project!

GREAT BENEFITS!

Check out owr web sit• for Information on this
and other Empowerment Tour stops!
http://www.wolfram.com/empower
Where: Univ. of Texas-Pan ~Parking Lot G

Whttc Friday, February 21, 1997
n■e:

8:00am to 3:00pm

Starting wage is $4.75 per hour with top
producer earning $6.00 per hour.

WOLFRAM
RESEARCH
\I

':

I

~

SET YOUR OWN SCHEDUL E
...

Mo t caller will work

'" _,

a maximum of three night .
'

-..:::a...'.Mo.
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Apply at UC 108
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Question: What do you call a company whose typical

manager has no prior food experience and

Staffed by Physicians, Physician Assistants, Nurse practitioners and Nurses.

whose average income is over

§ for students (with a valid UTPA I.D.):

•Medical treatment:

•Family Planning:

•Immunizations:

Colds and flu
sore throats
earadleS
gynecological problems
urinary tract problems

Pap smears
birth control pills
counseling
pregnancy tests
treatment for sexually
transmitted diseases

MMR, TD, HPB
flu shots
chicken-pox
TB skin testing

digestive tract problems

•IIlV Testing:

•Lab

Free and confidential
Tuesday evenings s pm-8 pm
Wednesday 9 am -12 noon

•Referrals

$100,000?

Answer:

•Pharmacy

•Over the counter medications
•Student Health In urance

The sign of a great
career opportunity.

•Evening Clinic: Tue day & Wedne day 4-8:00 p.m.

•VISA/MasterCard accepted
•Hour :
Monday thru Friday: 8 am - 5 p.m.

Interviewing on campus Wednesday, March 5
Call your placement office to schedule an interview
or call:
George H. Wenglein, Jr., Director of Management Recruiting
(210) 225-7720

•Evening Clinic:
Tuesdays & Wednesdays: 4:00 - 8:00 p.m.

•Location:
Member of the Ameri can
College Health Association

Emilia Schunior Ramirez Hall Roo
103, South of the dorms on Sugar Road.

Walk-ins accepted!

For information

381-2511

~~

Your Student Fees at Work!
Minimal Fee For Lab & Medication

Grxx<foo',_, _,,.,...

AN EQUAL OPPORT NITY EMPLOYER
■

is looking for an EDITOR
to coinplete the Spring Setnester
Issues of the Catnpus N e-wspaper
Criteria:
• Student must be enrolled in at least 3 semester hours.
• Must be in good standing (not on academic or disciplinary probation)
• Must have a 2.5 GPA
Proficiency in Quark Xpress, MacWrite Pro, Freehand, Photoshop, Writing, Editing, and photography preferred.
Applications are available in CAS 170

For info: 381-2541

Deadline for applying is Noon, February 28, 1997
[ID

[ID
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• our Name Says ft All"

601 S. Bus. 281
Edinburg, TX

• Alteration -Clothing
• Luggage & Briefcase Repair
• Large di play of Shoe
Care Item
• Boot Repair
• Tenni Shoe Repair
• Col Haun Shoe Repair
• Shoe Shined & Recondition

20 %

Future Teachers Master The ExCet! !!
Fact - Many students are failing the ExCet
Fact - The Elementary and Secondary Professional Development exams are
very subjective in nature making preparation very difficult.
Fact - If you watch our instructional video, and study using our precisely
layed out 6 week self-paced course using the 100+ Flashcards (with a
all the facts you must know) you can master the ExCet.(02, 03, & 04)
mall
Your University Book Store now price for most important exams
will take. Over 500 ExCET
carries ExCET Master® for just ~u
aster°units have been sold only 2 returned!!!

Money Back Guarantee!
@ 70% min. you will be refunded l 00% of the
nurchase orice. For more informauon see: www.com.excet

Your
Busin ess Card
Ad here
Call Bill Edso n
381-2541

Discount On
All Repairs

I
I
I
I
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expire., 2128197

2708 N. 10th McAllen

686-SHOE (7463)
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$29.95 + tax, a very

If you do not pass the ExCet

Checks cashed, fax ($1.00 per page), copies,
Western Union, stamps, envelopes, gas payments,
money orders 29¢ or up to ten FREE when
cashing a check.
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Low Fat, Low Calorie Menu

I
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I Six Inch Subs 97% Fat Free & Under Breast& &. Ham I
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I

Ve~ De.lite™ • Roast Beef • Turkey Brea t
Turkey Breast • Ham • Subway Club®

10 70
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Ham

Discount to all students staff &
Faculty. Must present UTPA 1.0.
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Running the Maze to UTPA change
By CINDY GONZALEZ-RAY
The PAN AMERICAN
The maze i a bureaucratic art piece depicting
the proce for the Univer ity of Texa - Pan
American' future growth. It detail the numerou
committee meeting required to con truct a plan
acceptable for funding to the Texa Legislative
Appropriation Committee .
Ex pan ion of the campu require a cooperati e
effort of tudent , faculty. taff and admini trator .
"The Campu · Fa ilities Planning Council i
compri ed of a repre entative from the tudent and
faculty enate, the four vice-pre idents, and peronnel from the phy ical plant and technology
center," aid Ted von Ende, Ph.D. director of the
Office of In titutional Re earch and Planning.
"Together the group work on the CIP, Capital
Improvement Program, to coordinated a campu
ma ter plan and a campu development plan for
the next five year ."

The plan are ubmitted biannually to the UT
Sy tern. If the expan ion i not in the plan, their
can be no building.
The mo t visible change to the campu i contruction of the cience building. The proce to
build the fa ility developed from a need to incorporate re earch lab for undergraduate and graduate tudent a \! ell a faculty members . When the
ience department move. to the new building, the
health ience department will move into the renovated cience building .
"With the their new facilities, health ciences
will be able to phase in occupational and phy ical
therapy program and a propo ed nur e practioner
degree plan, " aid von Ende. A current i sue
brought up at the recent Ma ter Planning Se ion
i availability of computer lab to tudent in each
department.

''The i ue of computer lab being in individual
departments was unanimously brought up by deans
and department heads at theses ion," aid von
Ende. Von Ende believe this i ue is here to tay,
but caution that the committee will have to ju tify
the need for the labs in order to get funding.
The process will not happen overnight; it could
take a long as two year .
The final recommendations by the CIP are sent
to the Strategic Planning Committee. The committee i a tanding committee compri ed of student
faculty and taff.
Their final evaluation of the propo al are preented to the President's Council, which then go
onto the UT System and the legi lative body. The
proce i long and slow, but the goal to provide
up cale facilities to tudents require the effort.

